


  Desktop app for organizing research papers 

  Entire library can be accessed on the web or a mobile app 

  Works nicely with MS Word and open office  
(no Papers support yet ) 

  Can also work as a front end for a BibTex database 

  Good for reading and annotating PDFs 

  Good for sharing with collaborators 

  Cross-platform friendly (Mac, Win, Linux, iOS) 

  2 GB cloud backup (100 MB shared space) 



$  Cost  $ OS Cloud [GB] 

Mendeley Free! OSx/Win/Linux 
iOS 

2.0 

End Note $250 OSx/Win 5.0 

Papers $80 OSx/Win 
iOS 

[Dropbox] 

RefWorks $100 OSx/Win/Linux N/A 

Zotero Free! Osx/Win/Linux 
iOS/Android 

0.3 

JabRef  Open Source OSx/Wn/Linux N/A 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_reference_management_software 
http://www.mendeley.com/compare-mendeley/ 





blog.mendeley.com 



dev.mendeley.com 

3rd Party 
Android 
app 

3rd Party 
Android 
app 

App to use with 
wordpress blog 

News agr 

App for syncing 
to a kindle 



Fantastic support site! 

People are constantly 
submitting suggestions for 
improvement 

Support forums are very 
helpful when using advanced 
features, like editing citation 
styles 

General help guides 

Targeted help articles 

Video tutorials 

feedback.mendeley.com 
support.mendeley.com 









  Allows you to quickly insert citations by searching 
through your library 

  Writes the entire bibliography for you!!! 

  Allows manual editing of  citations within Word  
(Smith et al. 2010)  >>  Smith et al. (2010)  

  Stays up to date to keep track of  all the citations you 
added or removed throughout the document 























50 Collaborators 
100GB of  Storage! 



Citations are defined using 
CSL: Citation Style Language 

Mendeley provides a dedicated 
website for editing citation 
styles (csl.mendeley.com) 

Here you can edit the code 
directly, or use a visual editor 
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  Some things are not straightforward to cite  
(like a book chapter or a dissertation) 

  Information for older papers (before 2000) often needs 
to be edited manually to ensure accuracy 

  Searching for all papers by a single author is weird 


